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German artist Sabine Hornig unveils major new permanent public artwork at
Barangaroo, a photographic installation adorning a 170-metre glass walkway
Hornig will discuss Art and Architecture - The Psychology of Space and her work Shadows in a talk alongside
industry leaders at Sydney Contemporary on 12 September
Sydney, Australia, 12 September 2019: The Lendlease Art
Advisory Panel today unveiled the largest permanent public
artwork to date at Barangaroo, created by respected German
artist Sabine Hornig.
Titled Shadows, the large-scale photographic installation,
inspired by the native flora of Sydney, articulates a 170-metre
walkway connecting Barangaroo South’s three International
Towers.
Commissioned by Lendlease in 2017 and completed in
September 2019, the vast site-specific work is made up of
transparent images of native flora embedded in large expanses
of glass in the walkways and passages between the Towers.
With plants viewed either as transparent shadows or
reflections, the work offers viewers what Hornig describes as
“a simultaneous vision into a parallel world”.
Leanne Boyle, Executive Development Director, Barangaroo
South at Lendlease, said: “Sabine Hornig’s Shadows is a
significant addition to Sydney’s public art, with the vast
installation connecting International Towers with the public
domain via the Through-site link at the heart of Barangaroo
South.”
Shadows features images of plants native to New South Wales – including the strangler fig, Angophora, Banksia and
the Gymea lily – referencing the history of Barangaroo and evoking how the land may have looked before European
settlement.
Inspiration for the work came in 2015, when Hornig was given a tour of Sydney’s Royal Botanic Gardens by Kukuyalanji
woman Henrietta Baird. It impressed on her “the importance of plants to indigenous Australians.”
Hornig explained: “I wanted to pay homage to the importance of this particular site; its history and significance. In
response to the growth of the towers I sought to create a vast growth of plants right there in the shadow of the towers,
for people to wander through and to reflect upon.”
The artwork reflects what Hornig describes as “beautiful iridescent shadows” onto the viewers’ faces and bodies. Not
only do pedestrians participate in the art but, with the doors covered in printed photographs as well, viewers can
literally walk through the imagery.
By superimposing timeless forms of nature onto the tall planes of glass of the towers, Hornig’s art connects the new
precinct with its ancient past, its natural wonders and its unique ecological treasures. This path through the buildings
emphasises the persistence of the natural world and the resilience of the original land on which Barangaroo stands.
Hornig added: “In our modern, Western culture we have such disregard for the land. And we observe the constant
building and destruction of buildings with a complete neglect for the local peculiarities of certain sites.” Keen to rebut
this trend, Hornig has drawn on the idea of Sydney as a city that is both bustling metropolis and gifted with ample
natural wonders.
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The Lendlease Art Advisory Panel selected Hornig from a shortlist of four local and international artist submissions in
2017, following a consideration of more than 200 artists for the project as led by Barbara
Flynn, curatorial advisor to Lendlease for Barangaroo South. Flynn noted: “In her art Hornig has captured how close
wilderness areas still are to Sydney’s city centre. Shadows is intelligent in its understanding of the city. It succeeds in
its primary aim to draw people from the city through the towers to the harbour.”
Born in Pforzheim, West Germany, living in Berlin, Hornig’s works have appeared at prominent galleries worldwide,
including MoMA, the Pinakothek der Moderne and the Guggenheim Museum.
Commenting on the selection, Simon Mordant AM, Chair, Lendlease Art Advisory Panel, said: “A robust art selection
process has resulted in a world-class public artwork for Barangaroo South and the people of Sydney. Sabine’s work is
a standout on many levels including her engagement with the public domain and her connection between art,
architecture and nature. We are impressed with Sabine’s engagement with the alternative narratives of the site.”
Sabine Hornig will speak about the work Shadows and her practice as part of Sydney Contemporary’s Talk
Contemporary program on Thursday 12 September 2019 in a talk on Art and Architecture – The Psychology of Space.
Hornig, along with other speakers Julin Ang and Simon Rochowski (Directors of Studioplusthree Architects),
Alexander Lotersztain (Designer) and Kathy Temin (Artist) will discuss how they negotiate the creation of an
experience within a space via aesthetics.
ENDS
Image:
Sabine Hornig, Shadows, 2019
Latex ink printed on clear vinyl and ceramic enamels printed on glass
Through-site link, Barangaroo South
Above: Gymea lily, northeast corner of T2, 1171 x 885 cm (image size)
Photo: Mark Pokorny
© Sabine Hornig und VG-Bild Kunst 2019, Germany (copyright agency, AUS)
Courtesy Sabine Hornig and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York
Media contacts: For further information and to request interviews with the artist please contact Articulate: Rae
Begley 0419 890 888, rae@articulatepr.com.au or Kym Elphinstone 0421 106 139, kym@articulatepr.com.au
Sydney Contemporary Talk Details:
Art and Architecture – The Psychology of Space
Thursday 12 September, 4-5pm
Hall G, Talk Contemporary, Sydney Contemporary at Carriageworks, 245 Wilson Street, Eveleigh
The talk includes five very different creatives in a discussion about how they negotiate the creation of an
experience within a space via aesthetics. Speakers include: Julin Ang and Simon Rochowski (Directors
of Studioplusthree Architects), Sabine Hornig (Artist), Alexander Lotersztain (Designer) and Kathy Temin (Artist).
Attendance for the talk is available via RSVP with a ticket to Sydney Contemporary and can be booked online at
www.sydneycontemporary.com.au or by calling 02 9331 9255.
About Sabine Hornig: Sabine Hornig’s photographs, sculptures and installations manipulate the language of
architecture and modernist forms to explore perceptions of space. At once rigorously formal and poetic, her work
recontextualizes familiar places and structures such as storefront windows, urban facades, and school houses through
overlapping perspectives and inversions of scale and dimension. By blurring the boundaries between pictorial and real
space, viewer and object, Hornig’s work both challenges and expands upon the ways in which her viewers perceive
their surroundings at large. Hornig lives and works in Berlin, Germany. In 1992, she received an M.F.A from Hochschule
der Künste in Berlin. The winner of the 1998 Karl Schmidt-Rottluff Award, Hornig was a participating artist in the P.S.
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1 International Studio Program in New York from 1999-2000 and at the Villa Aurora in Los Angeles in 2009. Throughout
the past two decades, Hornig has presented numerous solo exhibitions of her work worldwide.
The artist’s photographs and sculptures are represented in the collections of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in
New York, Baltimore Museum of Art, Museum of Modern Art in New York, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, The
Cleveland Clinic in Ohio, Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington DC, Pinakothek der Moderne in
Munich and Malmö Konstmuseet in Sweden, among others. http://sabine-hornig.de/en/architectureprojects/shadows-barangaroo-sydney
Lendlease Art Advisory Panel: Simon Mordant, Lisa Havilah, Suhanya Rafel, Alison Page, Ivan Habour, Nicholas Baume,
Simon Hardy, Mark Major.
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